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Jet quenching provides a very flexible variety of observables which are sensitive to different energy- and 
time-scales of the strongly interacting matter created in heavy-ion collisions. Exploiting this versatility 
would make jet quenching an excellent chronometer of the yoctosecond structure of the evolution 
process. Here we show, for the first time, that a combination of jet quenching observables is sensitive to 
the initial stages of heavy-ion collisions, when the approach to local thermal equilibrium is expected to 
happen. Specifically, we find that in order to reproduce at the same time the inclusive particle production 
suppression, R A A , and the high-pT azimuthal asymmetries, v2, energy loss must be strongly suppressed 
for the first ∼ 0.6 fm. This exploratory analysis shows the potential of jet observables, possibly more 
sophisticated than the ones studied here, to constrain the dynamics of the initial stages of the evolution.
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
Heavy-ion collisions are the experimental tools designed to 
study the properties of the hot and dense Quark Gluon Plasma 
(QGP). After two decades of experiments at the Relativistic Heavy 
Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), jet 
quenching, the modification of the Quantum Chromodynamics 
(QCD) jet structures due to their interaction with the surround-
ing matter, has become a fundamental tool for this program. 
Although the QGP is routinely produced and studied in these col-
liders, the actual process that so efficiently leads to the production 
of this locally thermalized state starting from a completely out-
of-equilibrium collision system is largely unknown. This process 
must happen in a very short time, O(1 fm) or a few yoctosec-
onds. This is why this line of research, that has become one of 
the most active and interesting topics in QCD, is sometimes nick-
named Initial Stages. Up to now, all experimental information on 
the initial stages of the evolution comes, essentially, from az-
imuthal asymmetries in correlations between different particles 
in the soft regime (say, pT  5 GeV), and from deep inelastic scat-
tering [1,2].
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SCOAP3.Furthermore, recent experimental results from the LHC, and 
later from RHIC, in small system p-Pb, high-multiplicity p-p and 
d-Au collisions, show characteristics [3] usually attributed to QGP 
formation. Indeed, usual key probes of the QGP, such as long-
range angular correlations and flow harmonics [4–11], and the 
strangeness enhancement [12] have been observed in small sys-
tems. Interestingly, the only long-established QGP signature miss-
ing in these experimental data is jet quenching [13]. Since ther-
malization and jet quenching are manifestations of basically the 
same dynamics, the presence of the former and the absence of the 
latter in these systems is surprising. For this reason, there is an 
ample consensus that jet quenching is critical to understand small 
systems and thermalization. We will argue here that jet quench-
ing can be used, in fact, as a complementary and versatile way to 
probe the dynamics at the early times of the evolution. Actually, 
jets are extended objects in space and time, and different modifi-
cations measure different time or energy scales [14,15].
Using azimuthal asymmetries of hard particles as a jet quench-
ing probe was proposed for the first time in [16,17]. The first data 
on high-pT elliptic flow, v2, was published in 2006 by the PHENIX 
Collaboration [18]. However, even though the nuclear modification 
factor, R A A , was fairly-well described by all the energy loss for-
malisms (e.g. embedded in event-by-event (EbyE) hydrodynamics 
[19]), the computed high-pT elliptic flow underestimated the ex-
perimental data [20], an issue addressed in many studies [21–31]
along the last decade. It was argued in [32,33] that soft-hard cor-
relations are decisive to properly determine the harmonic coeffi-130
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132cients in the hard sector, whose correct definition is given by the 
scalar product, vSPn [33], to be defined below.
In this work, we compute the azimuthally averaged R A A for 
the 20–30% centrality class in 
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions 
at the LHC [34]. We have also checked that our conclusions hold 
for other centrality classes, see Figs. A.1-A.2 in Appendix A. Our 
framework consists of a radiative energy loss implemented with 
the Quenching Weights (QWs) from Ref. [35], embedded in an 
EKRT EbyE hydrodynamic simulation of the medium [36]. Follow-
ing the approach in [37,38], we define the jet transport coefficient 
as q̂ ≡ K · 2 ε3/4, driven by the ideal estimate q̂ideal ∼ 2 ε3/4 [39]. 
The local energy density ε, is taken from EKRT hydrodynamic pro-
files, so that there is only one free parameter, the K -factor, which 
is fitted to the high-pT R A A experimental data [34] and used for 
the calculation of the high-pT harmonic coefficients.
We will show that the treatment of initial stages is crucial for 
the simultaneous description of both type of observables, since the 
jet harmonic coefficients show up to be very sensitive to the start-
ing point of the quenching. In fact, the experimental data on v2
at high-pT can only be described by delaying the beginning of the 
energy loss for ∼ 0.6 fm. This general conclusion that we draw 
here for the first time1 is not limited to our specific implemen-
tation, since all studies that describe the jet harmonic coefficients 
start the energy loss and hydrodynamical evolution at the same 
time [33,41–44], implicitly implementing this time delay. We do 
not attempt here a comprehensive study of experimental data on 
R A A and vn but rather to show the importance of the initial stages 
of the evolution for their correct interpretation. It would be tempt-
ing, on the other hand, to relate our findings to the absence of 
jet quenching in p-Pb collisions. We leave these studies for future 
works.
2. The formalism
Energy loss: We follow the same formalism as in [38], to which we 
refer the reader for further details. For a discussion on its limita-
tions see also [24]. Here we summarize its most relevant features. 
The cross section of a hadron h at rapidity y and transverse mo-









× Dk→h(z,μF ≡ pT ) δ (pT − z(1 − ε)qT ) , (1)
where the cross section for producing a parton k, dσ A A→k/dydqT , 
is computed at next-to leading order (NLO) by using the code in 
[45]. For the parton distribution functions, we use CTEQ6.6M [46]
together with EPS09 nuclear modifications [47]. For the fragmen-
tation functions (FFs) Dk→h(z, μF ), we use either DSS07 [48] or 
DSS14 [49]. The QWs P (ε) are employed in the multiple soft ap-
proximation [35].2 These probability distributions depend on two 
variables, ωc and R , which, for a dynamic expanding medium, 
are proportional, respectively, to the first and second moment of 
the jet quenching parameter q̂(ξ), defined along the trajectory of 
the radiating parton parametrized by ξ [35,38]. Therefore, we only 
need a definition of the jet transport coefficient in terms of the lo-
1 In [40] the authors comment that energy loss models with delayed quenching 
describe better in- and out-of-plane R A A data at RHIC, but no claim is made on the 
potential for constraining properties of the early stages.
2 Our results and conclusions remain for scattering on a single center instead of 
multiple soft scatterings (see Fig. A.3 in Appendix A).cal properties of the medium. We make use of the aforementioned 
expression3:
q̂(ξ) = K · 2ε3/4(ξ). (2)
The previous equation is valid both for the partonic and for 
the hadronic phase of the evolution [39]. Nevertheless, most of 
the phenomenological works that try to extract the value of the 
quenching parameter assume no energy loss during the hadronic 
phase [50]. We analyze here two different scenarios: ending the 
energy loss at the chemical freeze-out Tq = Tchem = 175 MeV, that 
is, no energy loss in the hadronic phase, and using Eq. (2) all the 
way down to the kinetic freeze-out Tq = Tdec = 100 MeV, i.e., in-
cluding jet quenching in both phases.4
EKRT hydrodynamics: The EbyE fluctuating initial energy density 
profiles for the hydrodynamical evolution are calculated within the 
EKRT framework [51]. This framework is based on the collinearly 
factorized NLO computation in perturbative QCD (pQCD) of minijet 
transverse energy production and the conjecture of gluon satura-
tion. The saturation momentum psat controls the computed trans-
verse energy production, and is a function of the given collision 
energy 
√
sNN, the nuclear mass number A, and its dependence 
on the transverse coordinate x⊥ comes through the product of 
the nuclear thickness functions T A(x⊥), computed event-by-event. 
The essential free parameter Ksat in the saturation conjecture is 
fixed by the charged hadron multiplicity in 0–5% Pb-Pb collisions 
at 
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. Once Ksat is fixed, the initial energy den-
sity profiles can be computed for any 
√
sNN and A as long as the 
saturation momentum remains in the perturbative regime, psat =
psat(
√
sNN, A, T A T A(x⊥)) > pmin = 1 GeV. The formation time of 
the initial condition is then obtained as τf = 1/pmin = 0.197 fm.
After formation, the subsequent spacetime evolution is com-
puted using a boost-invariant transient Israel-Stewart type of sec-
ond order relativistic dissipative hydrodynamics, where the essen-
tial physical inputs are the QCD matter equation of state and the 
temperature dependence of shear viscosity η/s(T ), for details see 
Ref. [36]. In particular, we obtain the spacetime evolution of the 
energy density profile ε(τ , x⊥) for each event, which are then used 
in the computation of the jet quenching parameter in Eq. (2).
As an equation of state (EoS) we use the s95p parametrization 
of the lattice QCD results [52] with chemical freeze-out imple-
mented as in Ref. [53], and the shear viscosity parametrization 
is η/s(T ) = param1 from Ref. [36]. The corresponding results for 
soft hadronic observables like multiplicity, average transverse mo-
mentum, flow coefficient and flow correlations are in an excellent 
agreement with the measurements of 200 GeV Au-Au collisions at 
RHIC, and 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb, 5.023 TeV Pb-Pb and 5.44 TeV Xe-Xe 
collisions at the LHC [36,54–56].
Early-times treatment: The dynamics prior to the applicability of 
hydrodynamics and, therefore, the associate energy loss phenom-
ena, are not established yet. Thus, there is freedom in the defini-
tion of q̂(ξ) from the production time of the hadron to the initial-
ization proper time τf of EKRT EbyE hydrodynamics, see Eq. (2). 
Energy loss in the BDMPS-Z formalism does not require, in princi-
ple, neither thermalization nor isotropization, so for times smaller 
than τf it can be employed and q̂(ξ) has to be obtained via extrap-
olations. Up to now, any phenomenological study of this kind – ex-
cept explicitly indicated – assumes no quenching during the early 
stages of the collision.5 Indeed, all the proposed solutions to the 
3 Other energy loss models that include flow effects [33] require the same de-
layed quenching to describe the high-pT vn .
4 Tq denotes the temperature at which we stop the energy loss.
5 See Refs. [37] and [38] for some early time extrapolations.
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Fig. 1. (a) Suppression of inclusive charged particles, (b) high-pT elliptic flow, (c) high-pT triangular flow for the 20–30% centrality class of 
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions 
at the LHC, computed as a function of pT . Experimental data are from [34,57–59]. The blue solid and green dotted lines correspond, respectively, to the use of DSS07 [48]
and DSS14 [49] FFs. For the initial and final times of the energy loss, Case ii) τq = 0.197 and Tq = Tchem = 175 MeV are taken.long-standing problem of describing the high-pT v2 delay the in-
teraction of the hard parton with the medium up to the initial 
time of the hydrodynamic simulation [33,41,42], usually use τf = 
0.6 fm, or require a very substantial growth of q̂ for temperatures 
close to the deconfinement temperature [43,44]. Since the start-
ing time of EKRT EbyE hydrodynamics is set to τf = 0.197 fm, we 
can study how the R A A and high-pT jet harmonic coefficients vary 
when we delay the jet quenching up to a time comparable with 
that in [33,41,42]. Denoting by τq the time where the jet quench-
ing begins, we consider the following three cases:
i) τq = 0. Here, q̂(ξ) = q̂(τf) for ξ < τf = 0.197 fm.
ii) τq = 0.197 fm. Here, q̂(ξ) = 0 for ξ < τf = 0.197 fm. In this 
case, the quenching begins at 0.197 fm.
iii) τq = 0.572 fm. Here, q̂(ξ) = 0 for ξ < τq = 0.572 fm. Hence, 
the energy loss starts at 0.572 fm.
On the other hand, the origin of the delay could be the tempera-
ture/energy density dependence of q̂. Thus, we have also studied 
the case where q̂ = 0 for T > Tcut = 350 or 380 MeV (see Fig. A.4
in Appendix A), which suppresses quenching at early times when 
the energy density is large.
High-pT harmonics: Up to this point, we have calculated the 
medium-modified particle spectra, Eq. (1), using the method de-
scribed in Ref. [38] but for a hydrodynamic profile produced for 
a single event. Then we average these single event spectra over 
all events in a given centrality class to produce the correspond-
ing spectrum for that centrality class. At this stage, the K -factor in 
Eq. (2) can be fitted to the experimental R A A data for a given cen-
trality class. Once the K -factor is fixed, the harmonic coefficients 
associated to the R A A(pT , φ) Fourier series vhardn are calculated in 
the corresponding centrality class, event by event. Then, each vhardn
is correlated with the soft flow harmonic in the event and, finally, 
an average over all the events in the centrality class is performed:















where ψ sof tn is the event plane angle and 〈...〉 denotes the average 
over the events. This is the scalar product definition of the high-pT
azimuthal harmonics [32,33].
3. Results
We restrict our study of the nuclear modification factor and the 
high-pT harmonics to one center of mass energy and one cen-
trality class: LHC Pb-Pb 20–30% semi-central collisions at 
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. We have already analyzed the energy and centrality de-
pendence of the nuclear modification factor for several smooth-
averaged hydrodynamics in Ref. [38], showing that, surprisingly, 
the K -factor for a given center of mass energy seems to be al-
most independent of the centrality of the collision. More recently, 
similar results have been found by all the phenomenological works 
that set the dependence of the medium parameter on the medium 
properties to be local and monotonous [60,61]. Finally, in Ref. [62], 
we have also checked that using an EbyE formalism, the EKRT 
hydrodynamic simulation employed also here, the conclusions ob-
tained in Ref. [38] remain.
We compute the nuclear modification factor for a set of values 
of our free parameter, the K -factor, as explained in the previous 
sections. Next, we perform a χ2-fit to determine the K -value that 
better describes ALICE R A A data [34] for pT > 5 GeV – to stay 
in the pQCD region.6 Then, the fitted K is used to obtain the 
high-pT asymmetries by means of the scalar product given by 
Eq. (3). In Fig. 1 we show the dependence of these observables 
on the FFs employed, i.e., DSS07 or DSS14. In this figure, there is 
neither energy loss before the initial proper time of the hydro-
dynamic profile, τf = 0.197 fm, nor after the chemical freeze-out, 
Tchem = 175 MeV. It can be seen that, independently of the FFs 
used, our model fairly-well describes the R A A but underestimates 
the azimuthal asymmetries in the hard sector. Moreover, our cal-
culations of both the nuclear modification factor and the high-pT
harmonics are hardly sensitive to the FFs. Consequently, any of 
them can be implemented in our computations, without alter-
ing our conclusions. Hereafter, results were obtained using DSS07 
FFs.
In Fig. 2 we analyze how the R A A and the jet harmonic co-
efficients vary with the end-point of the energy loss. As in the 
previous figure, we assume here no energy loss before the starting 
time of EKRT hydrodynamic profile, that is, Case ii) τq = 0.197, ac-
cording to the notation in the preceding section. While the nuclear 
modification factor can be well described both with and without 
energy loss in the hadronic phase, the high-pT asymmetries are 
sensitive, especially the vSP2 (pT ), to the end-point of the quench-
ing, pointing out to a better description of the data when there 
is only energy loss in the partonic phase. Nevertheless, no mat-
ter when we stop our simulation, yet the jet harmonic coefficients 
remain underestimated.
The dependence of the R A A(pT ), vSP2 (pT ), and v
SP
3 (pT ) on the 
starting time on the energy loss is presented in Fig. 3. This is done 
for the case where there is no quenching in the hadronic phase, 
Tq = Tchem. As it can be seen on the left panel of this figure, the 
dependence of the nuclear modification factor on τq is mild, how-
6 Considering only data with pT > 10 GeV does not modify our main results and 
conclusions.
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Fig. 2. (a) R A A(pT ), (b) vSP2 (pT ), (c) vSP3 (pT ) for the 20–30% centrality class of 
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC compared to their respective experimental data 
[34,57–59]. The blue solid line corresponds to stopping the energy loss at the kinetic freeze-out, Tq = Tdec = 100 MeV. For the green dotted line the quenching finishes at 
Tq = Tchem = 175 MeV. DSS07 [48] FFs and Case ii) τq = 0.197 fm are employed.
Fig. 3. (a) R A A(pT ), (b) vSP2 (pT ), (c) vSP3 (pT ) for the 20–30% centrality class of 
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC compared to their respective experimental data 
[34,57–59]. The blue solid, τq = 0 fm, dotted green, τq = 0.197 fm, and dashed-dotted purple, τq = 0.572 fm, lines correspond, respectively, to Cases i), ii) and iii) of the 
early times treatment. DSS07 [48] FFs and Tq = Tchem = 175 MeV are used.Table 1
K -factor obtained from fits to the ALICE R A A data [34] for the 
three different early time extrapolations and the corresponding 
χ2/d.o.f. for the v2 CMS data with pT > 10 GeV. DSS07 FFs and 
Tq = Tchem = 175 MeV are employed.
Early time extrapolation K -factor χ2/d.o.f. for v2
Case i) τq = 0 fm 2.120+0.091−0.074 26.2
Case ii) τq = 0.197 fm 2.90+0.13−0.11 12.9
Case iii) τq = 0.572 fm 4.56 ± 0.20 3.5
ever, the corresponding K -fitted values for the three curves of this 
panel, shown in Table 1, are quite different. Regarding the asym-
metries in the hard sector, Fig. 3 shows that they are very sensitive 
to the starting point of the quenching. Actually, the high-pT v2 ex-
perimental data can be described substantially better within our 
formalism if and only if the starting point of the energy loss is de-
layed up to ∼ 0.6 fm – the corresponding χ2/d.o.f. are shown in 
Table 1. This corresponds to the set-up employed in any approach 
that aims to describe the jet harmonics coefficients using a smooth 
dependence of the medium parameter on the medium properties 
[33,41,42].
4. Conclusions
In this Letter we have computed the nuclear modification factor 
and the high-pT harmonics v2, v3 for charged particle produc-
tion in 20–30% centrality class 
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions 
at the LHC. The calculations are done by using the formalism of 
QWs embedded in the state-of-the art EbyE EKRT hydrodynamic 
model of the medium. We have analyzed the dependence of these 
observables on the FFs, on the lack - or not - of energy loss in the 
hadronic phase of the evolution, and on the starting time of the 
quenching. Any work that correctly determines the inclusive parti-cle suppression and harmonic coefficients in the hard sector starts 
the energy loss at the initial time of the hydrodynamic simulation 
employed, which usually is τf = 0.6 fm (or later). Therefore, they 
implicitly assume no quenching during the first 0.6 fm after the 
collision. Since the starting time of the EKRT hydrodynamic evolu-
tion is τf = 0.197 fm, it provides the first framework that enables 
the variation of the quenching in the early stages of the evolution, 
and thus the determination of its beginning in a controlled way. 
We find that the simultaneous and proper description of these 
three observables requires no energy loss for the first ∼ 0.6 fm 
after the collision (or at large T > 350 MeV), in accord with the 
implicit set-up in other studies.
Clearly, our result comes from a smaller q̂ at early times, but 
we lack a conclusive physical explanation for this finding. It would 
be tempting to link q̂ with the Knudsen number which is large at 
these early times. For instance, in weakly coupled theories q̂/T 3 ∝
(η/s)−1 [63]. Therefore, a large Knudsen number due to a large 
η/s (and not due to large gradients) would imply a small q̂ and 
the suppression of jet quenching. We also note that, although the 
EoS affects the temperature dependence of q̂ through Eq. (2) to 
some extent, the high temperature part of the EoS is very well 
established from lattice QCD calculations [64]. On the other hand, 
the low-temperature part of the EoS [65] can be strongly affected 
by the chemical freeze-out. However, we have tested, by changing 
the quenching endpoint, that the hadronic evolution does not alter 
our conclusions.
We conclude that this is not a particular feature of our ap-
proach but a general outcome. Hence, high-pT asymmetries are 
introduced here, for the first time, as a direct signature of the less 
known initial stages of the collision, showing the impossibility of 
the simultaneous description of the experimental measurements 
on the charged hadron suppression and the azimuthal asymme-
tries without strongly suppressing the energy loss for the first 
∼ 0.6 fm after the collision. This work clearly shows that exploit-
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91ing the versatility of jet quenching to access different time-scales 
offers unique possibilities to improve our understanding of the ini-
tial stages in heavy-ion collisions, and is extendable from large to 
small systems.
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Appendix A. Additional checks
Different centralities: We have investigated the effect of the cut in 
time for different centrality classes. The results for R A A(pT ) and 
vSP2 (pT ) for the 0–10% and 40–50% centrality classes of 
√
sNN = 
2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC are shown, respectively, in 
Fig. A.1 and Fig. A.2. For both centrality classes, we consider again Fig. A.1. (Left) R A A(pT ), (right) vSP2 (pT ) for the 0–10% centrality class of 
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV
The blue solid, τq = 0 fm, dotted green, τq = 0.197 fm, and dashed-dotted purple, τq =
treatment. DSS07 [48] FFs and Tq = Tchem = 175 MeV are used.
Fig. A.2. (Left) R A A(pT ), (right) vSP2 (pT ) for the 40–50% centrality class of 
√
sNN = 2.7
[34,57]. The blue solid, τq = 0 fm, dotted green, τq = 0.197 fm, and dashed-dotted purp
times treatment. DSS07 [48] FFs and Tq = Tchem = 175 MeV are used.the three early times extrapolations: τq = 0 fm, τq = 0.197 fm and 
τq = 0.572 fm, taking DSS07 [48] FFs and Tq = Tchem = 175 MeV. 
The corresponding central values of the K -factor are, respectively, 
2.12, 2.79 and 4.12 for the 0–10% centrality class and 2.14, 3.10 
and 5.27 for the 40–50% centrality class, in line with the findings 
in [38]. The improvement in the description of v2 with increasing 
τq is manifest.
Energy loss modeling: We have examined the effect of using a dif-
ferent energy loss model. Within the same formalism of the QWs, 
we have changed the approximation used to compute the radiation 
spectrum from multiple soft scatterings to a single hard scattering, 
that is, the N = 1 opacity limit (taking R̄ = R/3 and ω̄c = ωc/3, 
see [35] and also [24]). Note that the perturbative tails largely dif-
fer between these two approximations. We show in Fig. A.3 the 
results for R A A(pT ) and vSP2 (pT ) for the 20–30% centrality class of √
sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC in the single opacity 
approximation, together with the ones in the multiple soft scatter-
ing approximation for τq = 0 fm, τq = 0.197 fm and τq = 0.572 fm 
(using DSS07 [48] FFs and Tq = Tchem = 175 MeV). The correspond-
ing central values of the K -factor for the N = 1 opacity curves are 
2.80, 3.80 and 6.03, respectively. While the transverse momentum 
dependence of the results is somewhat different, the improvement 









































 Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC compared to their respective experimental data [34,57]. 
0.572 fm, lines correspond, respectively, to Cases i), ii) and iii) of the early times 
6 TeV Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC compared to their respective experimental data 
le, τq = 0.572 fm, lines correspond, respectively, to Cases i), ii) and iii) of the early 
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Fig. A.3. (Left) R A A(pT ), (right) vSP2 (pT ) for the 20–30% centrality class of 
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC compared to their respective experimental data 
[34,57,58]. The colors of the lines correspond to the early times treatment employed, that is, blue for Case i) τq = 0 fm, green for Case ii) τq = 0.197 fm and purple for Case 
iii) τq = 0.572 fm. Solid lines refer to the results in the single opacity approximation, while dotted lines correspond to the multiple soft scattering approximation used in the 
main part of the work, that is, Figs. 1, 2 and 3, and in all other the Figs. in this Appendix. DSS07 [48] FFs and Tq = Tchem = 175 MeV are used.
Fig. A.4. (Left) R A A(pT ), (right) vSP2 (pT ) for the 20–30% centrality class of 
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC compared to their respective experimental data 
[34,57,58]. The solid blue line corresponds to a cut in time with τq = 0.572 fm. The dotted green and dashed-dotted purple lines correspond to cuts in temperature 
Tcut = 380 and 350 MeV, respectively. DSS07 [48] FFs and Tq = Tchem = 175 MeV are used.Cuts in temperature: We have evaluated the possibility of a dif-
ferent way of cutting the quenching at the initial stages of the 
collision. Specifically, we have taken q̂ = 0 for T > Tcut = 350 or 
380 MeV.7 The corresponding central values for the K -factor are 
7.00 and 5.77 for Tcut = 350 and 380 MeV respectively. The re-
sults for R A A(pT ) and vSP2 (pT ) for the 20–30% centrality class of √
sNN = 2.76 TeV Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC are shown in Fig. A.4, 
together with the results with τq = 0.572 fm and no cut in tem-
perature. It turns out that the effect of decreasing Tcut is similar to 
that of increasing τq , as expected.
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